In experiments exploring the dynamics of intense beams for Heavy Ion Fusion, detailed 2D projections of the beam's 4D transverse panicle distribution function f ( x , y , x ' ='p,/p,,y' p u / p z ) are obtained at a sequence of stations, using moving slits and Faaday cups.
These projections do not uniquely specify the 4D distribution, so we use maximum-entropy Monte-Carlo techniques to complete the specification and tomographically "synthesize" an approximation to J. Our initial studies used simulated beam data from a self-consistent 2 0 simulation of the High Current Experiment (HCX) [I] at LBNL. Runs initiated using a simple "sefi-Gaussian" model distribution failed to exhibit an emittance evolution similar to that of the reference case. Initial distributions synthesized from the (simulated) slit scan data yielded much better agreement. We have begun to launch simulations of HCX with initial conditions synthesized from slit-scan diagnostics. We present here the techniques, initial simulation results, initial analysis of new "optical slit" data yielding projections such as f (I, y, 5') . and future plans.
SYNTHESIS OF 4D DISTRIBUTION FROM 2D PROJECTIONS
We have developed algorithms which reproduce, in the limit of many particles and fine data grids, the measured distribution in the (x,x') plane and the (y,y') plane, as well.as the data from (x, y) when it is available [2]. The three-plane method we have used the most begins by assigning target "counts" N ( x , y ) of the numbers of particles to be loaded into each spatial "bin" (area element), proportional to the measured f in the bin. The sum of the N's is equal to the desired total number of simulation panicles: the use of bins reduces statistical noise relative to random spatial loading following a probability distribution. We may use a sampling region which fills the entire 4-box bounded by the extremes of the measured data. or, optionally. one with "rounded comers" in the unmeasured planes. In the latter case, it is necessary to compute a corrected probability f * ( x , x ' ) by dividing the original f (x, x') by the area in (y, y') of the sampling region at that (x,x') . Similarly, we compute f*(y,y'). The following steps are repeated until all "bin counts" have been decrementedtozero: (1)Generate arandompoint (x,,yi,x:,y;) 
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t af@lld.gOv in the 4-box: (2) Accept the point as the coordinates of a particle only if it falls within the sampling region, the bin count N ( x < , y i ) > 0, f'(xi,xi) > Random(O,l), and f'(y,,y:) 7 Random(0, 1); (3) If the p i n t is accepted, decrement'N(xi, yi). Because the tomography problem is underdetennined. the sampling region is almost arbitrary and must be specified empirically. We have generally employed one [2l which consists of the intersection of the interiors of a 4-ellipsoid and four 4-cylinden, all with semiaxes of order the extent of the data along the principal axes. As is noted below, in our case it may be better to omit or modify the sampling-reginn constraint.
SIMULATION USING MODEL DATA FROM A REFERENCE SIMULATION
In order to to assess the potential utility of launching sinulations using experimental data, we began with a selfconsistent "transverse slice" WARP [3] simulation of HCX beginning at the source, for which the true 4D distribution was known. Input to the syntheses consisted of projectional phase-space densities (obtained by nearest-gridpoint weighting of the simulated particles from the reference run at the entrance to the HCX transport line) in the (x, x') and (y, y') planes, and. for the 3-plane synthesis, the ( x , y ) plane. Projections of the input distribution are shown in Fig shown in Fig. 2: here the input planes (x.x') and (y, y') are not shown because they are faithfully reproduced, by design. Note that the synthesis f i l s to recreate the structures in the (x, y') and (y, x') planes. 
SIMULATION USING INITIAL DATA FROM HIGH CURRENT EXPERIMENT
Encouraged by the above results, we synthesized an initial particle distribution for the HCX using 2-plane initially, and then 3-plane data. Our original attempt at folding in spatial density information employed time-integrated data from kapton film; we soon discovered that the timeintegrated distribution is significantly "smeared" due to variations in the beam propenies over the pulse duration. Here we show results based on a single time-slice near mid-pulse, using crossed-slit measurements. The verticalmoving slit was downstream, so to obtain a consistent density at the position of the forward slit, the y coordinate was "rescaled" using the mean envelope expansion derived from the parallel-slit data. These data are shown in Fig. 4 .
Using the initial panicle set so generated, we ran a WARP simulation through the (2.22 m, 10 quad) transport line; see also [SI. In Fig. 5 we show the measured beam at the downstream station "D-ens' and the corresponding simulation results. While the beam dimensions i d some important features such as the "hollowing" in the spatial density show rough agreement, and the absence of some featwes in the simulated beam can be explained by the fact that it was loaded in the center of the pipe while the experimental beam had shifted off-center, the agreement between the simulated and measured beams is far from ideal. We conjectured that correlations in unmeasured planes, e.g. (y,x'), were not being captured by the synthesis process. This gave increased impetus to the development of the new diagnostic capabilities described helow and in [6] 
ANALYSIS 'OF 3D "O€TICAL SLIT" DATA
We have started analyzing data from "optical slit" scans (two views, with slits moving in z and y respectively), recently carried out at the D-end station (2.22-m) of HCX. The apparatus is shown schematically in Fig. 6 . We now describe the post-processing steps which are aimed at building up a self-consistent data set, and point out features of the derived data which support the view that nonzero correlations in the "other" planes are present. For each pulse viewed using the horizontal scanner with the slit at some 2, the raw image holds f(u, U) at that x: Figure 6 Scbematics of "optical slit" scanners Thus, obtaining the y values associated with each pixel for the horizontal data set requires use of the vertical data set.
The mean convergence in the vertical plane, ay. is: ay = ( (~-8 ) ( y ' -y ' ) ) / ( ( y -~)~) ( w h e r e t h e a v e r a g e s a r e fweighted), and the transformation is:
The vertical scanner is handled similarly. Fig. 7 contains views of the measured f (x, y, 2'). In the first panel f is averagedovery, as in a parallel-slit scanner.
However, the latter two panels, showing f (x, -1.95cm, x') and f (x, ,0.8mm, x'), show that f (x,, y, x') is not independent of y. Note that this is the data set of [61 (Figs. 3-5 therein), and was taken using machine parameters differing from those of Figs. 4 and 5 of this paper.
PLANS
We plan to improve the remapping of the raw data from the scintillator plane to the slit plane. As a first step, we will employ an x-dependent mean vertical slope, f'(x), and a y-dependent mean horizontal slope, i'(y). As can be seen in the last panel of Fig. 8 , if is indeed not independent of y. and we expect that accounting for this will correct a distortion in the slit-plane spatial image obtained from the vertical scan. In general, we plan to retain centroid displacements and mean slopes, all of which are currently removed in the analysis, in future syntheses o f f ; this will require good fiducials in the experimental data. It may also he~possihle to use a spatially-dependent a to account for deviations from linear convergence or divergence.
The next step in our development of a henchmarked "local" simulation capability (as contrasted with a "source-toend" capability, which is also being pursued) will he to em- 
'
The first two panels of Fig. 8 show moments of the distribution as functions of spatial position (at the slit plane): 2 ( x , y) and x:,,(x, y). Note that ;'(x, y) is not tmly linear in x and independent of y as it would be in a perfectly aligned system with no anharmonic forces. Note also the roughly factor-of-two variation in the transverse (2) thermal speed evident in the second panel. The third panel shows f (x', y) from the horizontal scan; note the dependence of the mean xi upon y, shown as a black trace run- Multi-hole plates directly yield 4D data, hut that data is sparse. It is hoped that interpolations in the velocity distribution. combined with a direct measurement of the spatial density, will yield accurate estimates off (I, y, x', y').
